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We live in the north! 



Northern Sweden – a unique innovation hub
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2585 billion CZK



Our mission 
- and role in the innovation ecosystem



What is your role in the 
innovation ecosystem?

What are the challenges?



We are striving for involvement early in the process
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Technology 
Readiness 

Level



How mature are
the ideas and 
innovatios you
work with?



We offer to consultation to everyone at LTU
- Resulting in new startups, patents, licenses, etc. 



We at LTU Business are responsible to ensure a 
continuous inflow of ideas from the university



Our overall approach and strategy
- Create relevancy and capture champions early

• Work actively to ensure supply and demand match – e.g., understand the market demands to affect research 

• Keep engagement relevant – segmentation is needed to align incentives and activities

• Capture them early on – We want to be there went the academic career starts 

• Construct solid programs and give it time – Cultures don’t change fast so don’t give up right away

• Leverage and build external networks – Impact research by bringing industry closer



Overall learnings and success criteria we 
strive for

• It can’t be forced – you need incentives to get it going –
e.g., funding for projects for researchers or strong merits 
for students

• Adapt to different target groups – even within some 
programs there are differences

• It HAS to be relevant and real – both for companies and 
researchers, otherwise it won’t last

• Try to offer something a bit different than what exists 
on campus – e.g., “after workshop” where senior 
professors are invited to discuss specific areas in a very 
different setting

• Also breaking siloes between research areas 

• It takes time   

Our overall learnings

Internal TTO – University success criteria:

1. We have a segmentation method in place that we are 
using?

2. We can capture and address all target groups?

3. Activities we do are relevant [e.g., subjects and output 
matter]

4. Activities are aligned with incentives for target groups?

5. We have a way of measuring client satisfaction? 

External TTO – Industry success criteria:

1. Large regional network of industry/market partners

2. Large national/international network of industry/market 
partners

3. We have ongoing activities with multiple 
industry/market partners?

4. They see a real value of the exchange with academia? 

Success criteria



Understanding market need at an early
stage …

Need understanding
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Fully verifiedHypothesis

Validated

HIGH RISK:
Would be costly adjustment of tech to need

POTENTIAL RISK:
Low alignment with solution capabilities 

and solution possibility



Incremental process mitigates risk: Let the 
need guide the process

Need understanding
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Always express the solution
In tech description in IDD What

Always express the need
In IDD What – tech brief



We use our methodology 

Innovation Due Diligence 
to validate the market potential 



What is Innovation Due Diligence?
- Also called IDD
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Missing the key 

requirements to be an 

eligible choice – some things 

are hygiene factors

Not analyzing competitor

games, solutions or trends –

going blindfolded into war

Over-developing – market 

changes while you invest 

money in ‘the perfect 

solution’

Not understanding the value 

chain – having a great 

product but no means to 
reach the market

Not understanding your 

market’s size and dynamics –

The cake might be smaller 

than you think

Not knowing the benefits

valued by customers – but 

investing money in 

development anyway

The methodology was desiged based on common 
mistakes which has been observed during the



The IDD process consists of the phases 

Current state

IDD What

Define the current state of 
the innovation (what it 
”does”, benefits, value, 

TRL, CRL, etc.)

Target market selection

IDD Where

Identify potential target 
markets and prioritizing 

them (markets, segments, 
needs, market size, etc. )

Commercialization strategy

IDD How

Design the business model 
to enter the market and 

achieve profitability 
(revenue mode, operating 

model, etc.)

3 phases of IDD

~ ~ ~ 



IDD What
– Create a good understanding of the innovation 
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IDD Where 
– Understand the need, market and market size 
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SOM

Total 
market

Reachable 
market

Segment 
you’re 
addressing 

TAM

SAM
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What is a target market? 
A target market are a cluster or group of 
individuals or organizations that have 
some similar features and are/can 
categorized into target segments. 

The categorization process is subjective. 
The target market can be categorized on 
example:

• Industry
• Sector
• Use area
• Value chain
• Demographic
• Geographic
• Psychographics
• Behavioral
• Contextual & Situational
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Understanding the market need on different levels

The nature of the problem; understand the process in which the problem occurs, when does the problem 
occurs, which persons/functions/processes are affected by the problem? How do you currently handle the 
problem?

The depth/value of the problem: What are the implications of the problem? What costs, operational losses 
or other inefficiencies does it cause? Is it a often reoccurring problem causing small losses or is it seldom 
causing big losses? If it’s not a thought of problem: How big would the improvement potential be?

The width/spread of the problem: How common is this problem? Is it something felt only by a specific 
company or person, or is it industry-wide? – This will provide a first view on the tentative market size

Can the innovation’s benefits solve the problem? How is it better/worse than how the problem is currently 
handled? 

Are there any key requirements? Changes in trends, operations or technology that affects the innovations 
potential?  

Understanding the problem and need: on 3 levels

Solution fit

Initial challenges/opportunities



What is the purpose? 

We want to know if our hypothesized paradigms are the same as the real market paradigm

Hypotheses Received information

C
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n
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e
d

Unexpected 
information

Pre-interview paradigm New insights

Most 
valuable 
information 
at an early 
stage



Assessing market size can be done in a number of 
ways – based on 2 approaches

SOM

Total market

Reachable 
market

Segment 
you’re 
addressing 

TAM

SAM

Total market size

Segments

Users/
drivers

Bottom-Up

• Identify the 
drivers of the 
market size

• Usage
• Volume
• Population
• Spend

Top-Down

• Find available data 
on the total market 
size

• Drill down to 
identify size of 
segments

• Cost-efficient
• Gives a good first view
• Uses mainly secondary data

• Takes time
• Gives a stronger case and info advantage
• Leverages primary info



IDD How
- Identify market position and design attractive business model

Us

Market

Understand the market structure

• Composition, value chain, size and trends

Analyze competitors

• Mapp and position

Well positioned Value proposition
• Find competitive advantage
• Customer insights, competition and capabilities

Build the business model
Assess operational 
needs to fulfill BM

Make a first business case



There are key outputs created in every step

Market logic

Value proposition

Business model

Operating model

Business case

Structure

Competition

• TAM + SAM forecasted, figures of merit, map 
competitors

• Market game rules, Gaps in the market, first 
view on SOM

• SAM Forecasted
• Business model needs

• Operational needs to fulfill strategy
• Revenue streams

• Cost structure and partnership needs

• The bottom-line attractiveness

Analysis

Strategy

Implications



How do you
validate
market need
and potential?



Let’s take a closer look at 
some of our cases!



Increased efficiency and improved 
safety trough replaceable wear parts



We have supported NQS on their commercial journey
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Reach the unreachable 

with autonomous drones



We have supported FieldRobotix from an early stage
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If you’re interested, we have a 
lot of cases on our website!



What could you do 
to increase 
commercialization?



Thank you!


